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Lately car use was estimated at 40-50 % in most cities
comparable to Szeged.

Political, regulatory
environment
Funding became worse in the past 10 years

Legal environment: authority is limited by city boundaries and by government restrictions
The city has a vision to be the greenest Hungarian city
Mobility was developed to be more sustainable since 2002.
New documents, like SUMP reflect this

All city development should
serve sustainability
City regeneration and transport development can
help each other
If you dig up the street to build a new tram
track, you should consider adding the extra cost
of renewing the urban environment.
If you spend a lot of money on renewing a
square, you should change the traffic in the
neighbourhood to reduce car traffic.

It is always extra cost and effort to integrate the
two tasks (regeneration, behaviour change) but
cheaper then doing them separately.
Easier to have it accepted

Lack of resources may result in
several project phases
2004: Wall to wall reconstruction,
new tram and bus lane
Municipal funds

2007: Tram line 1 and 2 crossing,
new tram and bus lane
EU funds
2019: New bus and cycle lane,
new bus stop for better
connection to tram;
EU and city funds

2002: Connecting tram 3 and 4,
first double roundabout
Municipal funds

2019: Wall to wall rebuilding, cyling
and bus lane
EU and city funds

2011: New bus and cycle lane,
wall to wall reconstruction
EU funds

Cycling infrastructure
step by step
Fund for new cycle racks provided every year from
municipal budget
Cycle ways to conurbation developed from
County (national) and municipal resources
EU regional development applications
Interreg cross border cooperation funds

New cycle way developments within the city are
financed by EU regional development applications and
municipal resources
Service stations at public spaces and at some private
locations
B+R facilities built at bus stops and tram stops

Working with employers
We think that we have an extensive public transportation and cycling network and have to convince people to use it.

Home

Work
Direction of a trip at Szeged (2018)
The biggest share of the traffic is related to work.

Many employers are open to initiatives
to help their employees (an HR task) and
to improve their profile (CSR) or
Just because the city asks them.

The workplace is a small community that can be motivated to
work on sustainable transport.
This cooperation has become the
SASMOB project.

SASMOB project (UIA)
Smart Alliance for Sustainable Mobility

Cooperation of employers in the city. (5000 people reached)

Employer activities
Developing sustainable mobility plans
Taking part in workplace activities (promotional
projects, competitions, cycle to work, etc.)
Providing new facilities (bike racks, ticket vending
machines, rentable bikes and e-scooters)
Municipal activities
Providing assistance, funding
Sensor and application development with university
Transport organization (like new bus stop)
Awareness-raising, communication
In the past two years the project
membership doubled.

Awareness raising campaigns

https://szegedvision.hu/
2020

https://megujul.szeged.hu/
2021

Oskola street project
One of Hungary’s busiest cycleways with
outdated structure, two accident hotspots
Cyclist association demanded change for years
but city committee refused to act
A bigger more complex development was put
together, including regeneration, prioritizning PT, opening one
way streets to bi-directional cycle traffic
New traffic regime will enable further reductions in car use in
city centre later

Despite political opposition project was approved
There were other developments in the area that will attract
pedestrian traffic, touristic attractions, public spaces, all these
amount to very significant city regeneration programme

Financed from EU regional and municipal sources
Awareness raising from EU UIA budget

https://megujul.szeged.hu/kozlekedes

Other fields of action
International projects (Interreg, Horizon)
Sharing experiences
Research at Szeged Transport Company
Motivating staff (and the vice mayor)
Collaborations
Magyar (Hungarian) CIVINET

Public transport quality development
value for money: refurbishing vehicles (budget
considerations)
WiFi
contactless bank card payment on board
prioritizing PT at traffic lights
Managing urban sprawl

Reducing car traffic
Reduced parking space requirements for
developers if they undertake sustainability measures
Tempo 30 zones
Safe pedestrian crossings
Constantly communicating about the importance of
sustainable mobility
in the context of being a green city

Developing sustainable mobility
Each project should be a sustainability project
Complexity rulez
Keep in mind the big picture,
But if you have money only for a small project, do it
Help your mayor win the election

(Thank you for choosing
sustainable transport)

